IMPORTANT NOTICE

F.No. 3/2/2021-P&P-I (Vol. I): Aspirants of Multi Tasking (NT) Staff and Havaldar (CBIC & CBN) Examination-2021 are cautioned that Photo and Signature uploaded in the online application form must be in conformity with the Notice of Examination. Samples of photos are also provided at Annexure-V (copy attached) of the Notice of Examination. Applications with photograph with cap/ spectacle / frontal view not clearly visible or miniature/ blurred photograph or miniature/ blurred/ illegible signature will be rejected.

2. The window for application form correction will be opened from 05.05.2022 to 09.05.2022. Any Candidate who desires to make any change in his/her application form, may correct/ modify online application parameters/ photo/ signature during this period.

Under Secretary (P&P-I)
02.05.2022
Specimen of Photographs

Acceptable Photograph

Samples of photographs which are not acceptable

- Extra Colour
- Too close
- With hat/cap

- Blur Photographs
- Inverted
- Too dark
- With goggles

- Facing Sideways
- Too Small
- With spectacles